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ABSTRACT: Understanding the impact of climate change on tropical cyclones (TCs) has become a hot topic. The

slowdown of TC translation speed contributes greatly to the locally accumulated TC damage. While the recent observa-

tional evidence shows that TC translation speed has decreased globally by 10% since the mid-twentieth century, the ro-

bustness of the trend is questioned by other studies as effects of changes in observational capability can strongly affect the

global trend. Moreover, none of the published studies considered the dependence of TC slowdown on TC intensity. This is

the caveat of these analyses as the effect of TC slowdown is closely related to TC intensity. Here, we investigate the

relationship between TC translation speed trend and TC intensity, and reveal possible reasons for the trend. We show that

the global slowing trend without weak TCmoments (#17m s21) is about double of that with weak TCmoments in a recent

study. This is because the slowing trend is dominated by the trend of the strong TCs. Stronger (weaker) TCs tend to be

controlled more by upper-level (lower-level) steering flow, and the calculated trend of upper-level steering flow is much

larger than that of lower-level steering flow. This may be an important reason for the large difference between the slowing

trend without weak TC moments and that with weak TC moments. Furthermore, the changes of TC tracks (including

interbasin trend and latitudinal shift), which are partly attributed to data inhomogeneity, make a much larger contribution

to the slowing trend, compared with the weakening of tropical circulation, which is related to anthropogenic warming.
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1. Introduction

Understanding the response of tropical cyclones (TCs) to a

changing climate related to anthropogenic warming is a topic

of great scientific interest and public concern (Emanuel 2005;

Knutson et al. 2010; Kossin 2018; Moon et al. 2019). A recent

study by Kossin (2018) showed that the observed TC transla-

tion speed (UTS) has slowed down globally by about 10% since

the mid-twentieth century, which was assumed to be driven pri-

marily by anthropogenic forcing. A study using high-resolution

regional climate models also found that several observed TCs

would have been slower had they occurred in a warmer climate

(Gutmann et al. 2018). Greenhouse gas–induced global warming,

both in the past and projected, is expected to slow down the

general atmospheric circulation, especially the summertime

tropical circulation (Held and Soden 2006; Vecchi et al. 2006;

Vecchi and Soden 2007; Bellomo and Clement 2015; He and

Soden 2015; He et al. 2017). There is a priori expectation that the

reduction in the strength of tropical circulation can slow down

UTS, as TCs are guided by large-scale ambient environmental flow

(George and Gray 1976).

The robustness of the observedUTS trend analysis, however,

has been questioned recently due to data inhomogeneity in the

past decades (Chan 2019; Lanzante 2019; Moon et al. 2019). In

the presatellite era before 1965, systematic biases were ex-

pected to exist in the data used for detecting TCs, which could

lead to spurious trend inUTS. Thereby, the global slowdown of

UTS in the past decades revealed by Kossin (2018) may not be a

real climate signal, or may be overestimated as suggested by

Moon et al. (2019). Moreover, even though both UTS and

tropical circulation strength decreased in the past decades, it is

still unclear whether the global slowdown ofUTS is mainly due

to the weakening of tropical circulation (Guglielmi 2018).

Besides the weakening of tropical circulation, the changes of

TC tracks, including interbasin frequency trend and systematic

meridional shift (latitudinal shift), could also introduce changes in

UTS because TC steering flow, which is the surrounding environ-

mental wind, varies with basin and latitude (i.e., different basins

have different mean-state steering flows, and UTS generally in-

creases with the latitude of TC center) (Lanzante 2019;Moon et al.

2019; Wang et al. 2020). Besides the unclear contributions to the

global slowdown of UTS by tropical circulation weakening, inter-

basin trend, and latitudinal shift, it also remains unclearwhether the

interbasin trendand latitudinal shift are entirely due todata artifacts

related to changes in observational capability, or whether a climate

signalmayhaveplayeda role.Thesequestions need careful scrutiny

before we can have high confidence that the trend shown in Kossin

(2018) reflects a true global slowdown of UTS.
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Despite the dominant role of TCs over water in contributing

to the slowing trend of UTS over the globe, the changes in UTS

over land are of more public concerns than those over the

ocean (Kossin 2018; Patricola 2018). Regardless of TC inten-

sity, the slowdown of UTS is very likely to compound flooding

by increasing total local rainfall from TCs, which is inversely

proportional to UTS (Guglielmi 2018; Kossin 2018; Patricola

2018). The unprecedented rainfall totals associated with the

‘‘stall’’ of Typhoon Morakot over Taiwan in 2009 (Chien and

Kuo 2011) and of Hurricane Harvey over Texas in 2017

(Emanuel 2017; Risser and Wehner 2017; Van Oldenborgh

et al. 2017) provide notable examples of the relationship be-

tween UTS and regional rainfall amount. Nevertheless, the ef-

fects of TC slowdown over water cannot be ignored as the data

related to the TCs over water amount to more than 90% of the

global best track data. TC-generated waves have long been a

major concern for vessels and installations at sea (Sampson et al.

2010). Wave growth time, and ultimately the amount of local

wave enhancement, is critically linked to and extremely sensitive

to UTS (Bowyer and MacAfee 2005; Lazarus et al. 2013).

Both TC-related rain rate and wave height have been shown

to be functions of TC intensity, with greater rain rate and wave

height linked to stronger TCs (Lonfat et al. 2004; Bowyer and

MacAfee 2005). To assess the impacts of TC slowdown on local TC

rainfall and waves, it is necessary to address this question: Is it the

translation speed of weak TCs or strong TCs that has slowed down

withwarming in the past decades?On the other hand, as the lack of

satellite data in the presatellite era could increase the uncertainty of

the observedUTS trend (Moon et al. 2019), it is necessary to find a

more reliable measure, which is relatively less sensitive to the data

inhomogeneity related to changes in observational capability, to re-

estimate the trend of UTS in the past decades.

2. Methodology and data

a. Summary of methods

To be consistent with Kossin (2018) for comparison pur-

poses, the period 1949–2016 was chosen, and the data from the

Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) and U.S. National

Hurricane Center (NHC) were combined for global coverage.

More details on these datasets can be found in the Methods

section of Kossin (2018). Consistent with the methods in

Kossin (2018), UTS is calculated using neighboring locations

along each TC track; the data at a 6-h interval are recorded

throughout the lifetime of eachTC.Distances between locations

are calculated along a great arc of a circle. The Durbin–Watson

test is used to assess autocorrelation among the residuals of time

series data.

According the toWorld Meteorological Organization (WMO)

definition of TCs, ‘‘weak TCs’’ with intensity # 17m s21 are

technically not TCs but tropical depressions (TDs). Kossin (2018)

included TDs when calculating the annual-mean UTS. In this

study, we calculate the annual-meanUTS excluding TDs, namely,

the annual mean with only the TC records reaching an intensity

threshold of 17ms21 (i.e., UTS-TC).

Due to large uncertainties in TC intensity observations, there

are some differences (in terms of standard deviation) in calcu-

lated annual-mean UTS and UTS-TC between different datasets

(Fig. 1). Note that the standard deviation of UTS/UTS-TC in a

specific year can be calculated by
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where i represents the order of these different best track da-

tasets (JTWC, JMA, CMA, and HKO, defined in section 2b),

Ui is the annual-mean UTS/UTS-TC from the ith best track

dataset, U is the averaged UTS/UTS-TC of the four best track

datasets, and sj is the standard deviation of UTS/UTS-TC in a

specific year (the jth year).

b. Data availability

The TC data analyzed in this study were taken from the

International Best Track Archive for Climate Stewardship

(IBTrACS) v03r10 (Knapp et al. 2010; available at

FIG. 1. Comparison between twomeasures. Time series of annual-meanUTS with all the records andUTS-TC with

only the records reaching the intensity threshold of 17m s21 over the western North Pacific calculated from four

best track datasets.
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http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/ibtracs/, file Allstorms.ibtracs_all.

v03r10.nc). The overland TC positions were determined by the

2-Minute Gridded Global Relief Data (ETOPO2v2; https://

www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/etopo2.html). Large-scale en-

vironmental steering flow and tropical circulation were all

calculated from the National Centers for Environmental

Prediction–National Center for Atmospheric Research Global

Reanalysis (NCEP–NCAR;Kalnay et al. 1996; https://www.esrl.

noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis.html).

For the TCs over the western North Pacific, there are four

best track datasets from four different agencies: the Joint

Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC), the Japan Meteorological

Agency (JMA), the China Meteorological Administration

(CMA), and the Hong Kong Observatory (HKO). We used

them to calculate the differences inUTS andUTS-TC among the

four datasets. Note that the four best track datasets are all

included in IBTrACS v03r10.

3. Results

a. Relationship between TC translation speed trend and TC
intensity

As the TC rain rate and wave height are largely determined

by TC intensity (Lonfat et al. 2004), there is a possibility for

offsetting the effect of TC slowdown if the trend in UTS is

dominated by weaker TCs and for compounding the effect if

the trend is dominated by stronger TCs (Kossin 2018). Besides

the rainfall and waves associated with TCs, TC wind is also a

well-known destructive factor, which is often used to estimate

the destructive potential of TCs (Emanuel 2005; Knutson et al.

2010; Lin et al. 2015; Sun et al. 2017). The power dissipation

index (PDI) proposed by Emanuel (2005) is widely used to

estimate the destructive potential of a TC, which is defined as

the sum of the cube of the maximum wind speed over TC

lifetime. For a given TC or a given region, the total TC rainfall,

wave height, and PDI are all functions of TC intensity and

duration, with greater rainfall and wave height linked to larger

PDI.Moreover, since the rainfall andwave information of each

TC is difficult to obtain while the PDI of each TC can be easily

obtained from a best track dataset, the PDI can be used to

roughly estimate TC-induced rainfall and wave power, re-

gardless of TC size.

Our calculations reveal that despite the relatively large

proportion (52.8%) of TC moments with weak intensity

(#20m s21), they only occupy 3.8% of the total PDI of all TC

moments (Fig. 2a). More importantly, the decreasing UTS

trends of relatively strong TC moments with a wide range of

intensity. 20m s21 are all significant at or above the two-sided

95% confidence level by the Durbin–Watson test (Fig. 2b).

However, the UTS trend of relatively weak TC moments with

the intensity# 20m s21 is nearly flat. This clearly indicates that

the UTS trend of relatively strong TC moments is larger than

that of relatively weak TC moments, and the global slowdown

tends to be greater for stronger TCs. Moreover, there is a

significant increasing (not significant) trend of TC number with

relatively strong (weak) intensity of .20m s21 (#20m s21)

(Fig. 2c). Note that in this study, TC number refers to the

number of TCmoments (i.e., records) in the IBTrACS dataset.

Together with the small change in UTS of relatively weak TC

FIG. 2. Relationship between TC translation speed trend and TC intensity. Cumulative frequency function of TC intensity in 10m s21

bins with respect to TC and PDI, and time series of annual-mean translation speed (UTS), number, and their linear trends in various

intensities with 10m s21 bins during 1949–2016 for (a)–(c) the global TCs and (d)–(f) the TCs over land. Linear trends (solid lines) are

shown, which are also quantitatively presented with their 95% two-sided confidence bounds (annotated values; km h21 decade21). Note

that the TC moments without intensity records are assumed to be the TC moments with intensity, 10m s21, and ‘‘Number’’ (‘‘PDI’’) in

the two left panels is not simple TC number (PDI) but the contribution from the TC records below certain intensity to the total number

(PDI) of the region.
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moments (#20m s21), this explains the relatively small trend

ofUTS [20.30 kmh21 decade21; see Extended Data Table 2 in

Kossin (2018)], compared with the UTS trends of relatively

strong TC moments (.20m s21) in various intensities of

10m s21 bins (Fig. 2b). Note that the TCs over water account

for about 90% of the TCs in the global best track data. As a

result, the findings for the TCs over water are quite similar to

those for the global TCs (figure omitted). The results for the

TCs over land, which account for about 10% of the global TCs,

are also similar to the results for the global TCs in terms of

trends onUTS andTCnumberwith various intensity (Figs. 2d–f).

These results indicate that the trend in UTS is dominated by

relatively strong TCs.

As greater TC rain rate is linked to stronger TCs (Lonfat

et al. 2004), the effects of a slowdown of strong TCs over land

can compound flooding with increasing local total rainfall from

TCs (Kossin 2018; Patricola 2018). Moreover, the effect of TC

slowdown over water cannot be ignored, which compounds

local wave enhancement by extending the wave growth time

(Bowyer and MacAfee 2005; Lazarus et al. 2013). The de-

structiveness of TC-induced waves tends to be strong due to

the TC slowdown over water, especially the slowdown of

strong TCs over water, since greater wave enhancement is

linked to stronger TCs.

Besides the UTS trends of strong and weak TCs, the changes

of strong and weak TC numbers also contribute to the trend of

annual-mean UTS. The relatively weak (strong) TCs with TC

intensity # 20m s21 (.20m s21) tend to be associated with

relatively low (high) UTS (Figs. 2b,e). Figures 2c and 2f show

the significant increasing trend of relatively strong TC number,

which can contribute to the increasing trend of annual-mean

UTS. However, the increasing trend of UTS caused by the

changes of strong and weak TC numbers cannot offset the

decreasing trend of UTS of strong TCs. As a result, the annual-

mean UTS exhibits a significant decreasing trend [20.30 6
0.11 kmh21 decade21; see Fig. 1a herein and Extended Data

Table 2 in Kossin (2018)]. In addition, Fig. 3 shows the effects

of weak TC moments on TC translation speed as ‘‘weak TCs’’

are apt to be undercounted compared with strong TCs in the

presatellite era (Moon et al. 2019). As expected, similar to the

UTS of TC moments with weak TC intensity (,20m s21) in

Figs. 2b and 2e, the UTS of the TC moments without intensity

information in Figs. 3a and 3c is relatively low compared with

that of the TC moments with strong TC intensity (.20m s21)

in Figs. 2b and 2e. In fact, the number of TC moments without

intensity information is quite large (small) before (after) the

introduction of geostationary satellites in 1982 (Figs. 3b,d).

Note that as the TC moments without intensity records are

assumed to be the TC moments with intensity , 10m s21 in

Fig. 2, the TC records with,20m s21 intensity in Fig. 2 include

the TC records without intensity information and the TC rec-

ords with intensity information of ,20m s21 in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. Effects of weak (,20m s21) TC moments on TC translation speed. Time series of annual-mean trans-

lation speed (UTS), number and their linear trends without intensity information (red lines) and with intensity

information of ,20m s21 (blue lines) for (a),(b) the global TCs and (c),(d) the TCs over land. Linear trends

(straight lines) are shown, which are also quantitatively presented with their 95% two-sided confidence bounds

(annotated values; km h21 decade21). Red lines in the two left panels are shorter, due to the lack of records. Note

that the TC records with,20m s21 intensity in Fig. 2 include both the TC records without intensity information and

the TC records with intensity information of ,20m s21 in Fig. 3.
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b. Annual-mean TC translation speed excluding TDs

The robustness of the observed trend of UTS is affected by

the uncertainty of the data on TC center location (Guglielmi

2018), although the information on TC center location is rel-

atively reliable than that on TC intensity in various best-track

datasets. To test the uncertainty of the observed slowing trend,

we take the western North Pacific as an example, and examine

the consistency of UTS among various best-track datasets. Our

results show that there are remarkable differences in UTS

among the four datasets (Fig. 1a). This indicates themeasure of

annual-mean UTS is not as certain as expected. This is due to

the fact that given the differences in criteria used to identify

TCs, some weak TCs and weak TC moments with little public

concerns may be only identified by some agencies but not by

the other agencies (Sun et al. 2018). The detection of the weak

TCs with speeds below 35 kt (1 kt ’ 0.51m s21), which gener-

ally show poorly organized structures, is probably more diffi-

cult in the presatellite era before 1965 (Moon et al. 2019).

Asmentioned in section 2, we use themeasure of the annual-

meanUTS excluding TDs (i.e.,UTS-TC) to reexamine the global

trend of TCs over the past decades. Note that weak TCs with

intensity # 17m s21 (i.e., TDs) are the same as TDs with

intensity # 30 kt or ,35 kt, as the TC intensity interval is 5 kt

in the IBTrACS dataset (e.g., 30 and 35 kt, where 30 kt is

15.43m s21 and 35 kt is 17.99m s21). We find that UTS-TC is

also a reliable measure, and the time-averaged standard de-

viation of UTS-TC (0.95 km h21) is smaller than that of UTS

(1.14 km h21) among the four best-track datasets from 1980 to

2016 (see Fig. 1).

During the study period (1949–2016), the estimated UTS-TC

trend (20.72 kmh21 decade21; Fig. 4a) is significant above the

99.9% confidence level and larger than twice the UTS trend

[20.3 kmh21 decade21; see Extended Data Table 2 in Kossin

(2018)]. This is because the annually averagedUTS-TC is mainly

determined by the UTS of the strong TCs with significant

slowing trends, and not sensitive to the UTS of weak TCs (i.e.,

TDs) with their nearly flat trends (Fig. 2b); that is, the small

change inUTS of weak TCmoments (Fig. 2b) is responsible for

the large difference between UTS-TC and UTS trends. The dif-

ference is similar for the comparison between UTS-TC and UTS

trends over water [Fig. 4b; also see Extended Data Table 2 in

Kossin (2018)], as the TCs over water account for about 90%

of the TCs in the global best-track data. Moreover, for TCs

over land the calculatedUTS-TC trend (20.89 kmh21 decade21)

is significant at the 95% confidence level (Fig. 4c), while

UTS exhibits a weak and insignificant increasing trend

[0.01 km h21 decade21; also see Extended Data Table 2 in

Kossin (2018)]. These results imply that the relatively strong

TCs dominate the global slowing trend, which compounds the

FIG. 4. Contribution of steering flow to TC translation speed. Time series of annual-mean (a)–(c)UTS-TC and (d)–(f)USF over the globe,

water, land, and their linear trends., and (g)–(i) time series ofUTS-TC withUSF variability removed, which are calculated from the residuals

of single-variate regression of annual-meanUTS-TC onto annual-meanUSF variability. Linear trends (solid lines) are shownwith their 95%

two-sided confidence bounds (shading), which are also quantitatively presented (annotated values; km h21 decade21). Different colors of

lines and shadings represent the trends and bounds during different periods (black: 1949–2016; red: 1949–82; blue: 1982–2016).
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effects of TC-induced rain and wave as stronger TCs are

linked to greater rain rate over land and wave height over

water (Lonfat et al. 2004; Sampson et al. 2010; Lazarus et al.

2013; Kossin 2018).

Trends of the UTS-TC time series over water and over land

are different in the period of 1949–2016 (Figs. 4a–c): the trend

in the previous period (e.g., 1949–82) is the cause of the slowing

trend, but the trend in the recent period (e.g., 1982–2016) is

essentially flat and even reversed. Consistent with the results in

Kim et al. (2020), an abrupt decadal change occurred in 1982

based on the best track datasets, and is significant above the

99% confidence level (Fig. 5). Note that there were also

two significant abrupt decadal changes during the period of

1949–2016: one occurred in 1966 and the other in 1993 when

the UTS-TC trend changed from flat (increasing) to decreasing

(flat) (Figs. 4a and 5). Since the changepoint of 1982 separates

the whole study period (1949–2016) into two periods with

similar lengths (1949–82 and 1982–2016), we investigate dif-

ferent trends in the previous period (1949–82) and recent pe-

riod (1982–2016) next.

c. Possible causes for the decreasing trend of

translation speed

As the translation speed is controlled largely by the large-

scale environmental steering flow (Chan and Gray 1982), it is

necessary to examine the contribution of steering flow change

to the trend of TC translation speed. Here, for individual TC

records, steering flow (USF) is defined as the averaged flow

within a 58–78 latitude band centered at the TC center location

and between 850 and 300 hPa (Holland 1993). As expected,

there is a strong linear relation between the magnitude of

UTS-TC and themagnitude ofUSF, with a correlation coefficient

of 0.61 (p , 1027) (Figs. 4a,d). For the TCs over water, the

statistics are quite similar to those of the total TCs, since they

account for about 90% of the total TC samples in the global

best-track data (Figs. 4b,e). For the TCs over land, despite the

relatively low correlation coefficient between UTS-TC and USF

(0.46) (caused by small sample size and terrain effect), the

correlation coefficient is still statistically significant above the

99.9% confidence level (Figs. 4c,f). Moreover, bothUTS-TC and

USF exhibit similar decreasing trends (Figs. 4a–f). These results

strongly suggest that the decreasing trend of USF is the key

factor for the slowdown of global TCs. Furthermore, consistent

with the difference inUTS-TC trend between the two periods of

1949–82 and 1982–2016 (Figs. 4a–c), the trend of USF in the

previous period (1949–82) was much larger than that in the

recent period (1982–2016) (Figs. 4d–f). When the steering flow

is removed (regressed), the residual slowing rate is found to

decrease substantially in the previous period (Figs. 4g–i). This

provides further evidence supporting the close relationship

between TC translation speed and steering flow. In addition,

USF is somewhat smaller than UTS-TC (Figs. 4a–f). This is

consistent with the finding by Chan and Gray (1982), which

showed that TCs in general move faster than the steering flow

by about 1m s21.

Our results suggest that the large decreasing trend of upper-

level steering flow may be an important reason for the differ-

ence between UTS-TC and UTS trends (Fig. 6). As the vertical

range of a TC is associated with TC intensity, stronger

(weaker) TCs are steered more by upper-level (lower-level)

winds [e.g., the wind above (below) 500 hPa]. Thereby, UTS-TC

(UTS), which is mainly determined by stronger (weaker) TCs ac-

counting for the majority of all TC samples in terms of PDI

(number) (Figs. 2a,d), is expected to be controlled more by the

upper-level (lower-level) steering flow. Figure 6 clearly shows that

the calculated trend of upper-level steering flow is much larger

than the trend of lower-level steering flow. This further contrib-

utes to the large difference between UTS-TC and UTS trends.

As suggested by Kossin (2019), it is the weakening of trop-

ical atmospheric circulation that is expected to lead to a

slowdown of TC steering flow and thus a slowdown of TC

translation speed. However, this view has been questioned by

some recent studies due to the data inhomogeneity related to

changes in observational capability in the past decades

(Guglielmi 2018; Kossin 2019; Lanzante 2019;Moon et al. 2019;

Yamaguchi et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2020). To estimate the

impact of tropical circulation weakening induced by global

warming, we investigate the changes of mean tropical wind

speed, and of zonal andmeridional wind components (Fig. 7). In

this study, the tropical circulation (i.e., mean tropical wind

speed) is defined as the mean winds between 850 and 300 hPa in

the TC main development region (the belts of 458–58S and 58–
458N) during the TC season (July–October in the Northern

Hemisphere and January–March in the Southern Hemisphere).

Despite the large difference in their trends (Figs. 4a and 7a), the

time series of UTS-TC and tropical circulation are significantly

correlated with a correlation coefficient of 0.49 (p, 0.001) over

the period of 1949–2016. Consistent with previous studies

(Bellomo andClement 2015;He and Soden 2015;He et al. 2017),

the strength of the mean tropical atmospheric circulation was

indeed weakened in the past decades. Moreover, the weakening

occurred mainly in the zonal direction rather than in the me-

ridional direction. This is also consistent with the findings of

FIG. 5. Decadal abrupt change of UTS-TC. Moving t test of 10

years for UTS-TC based on the global best-track dataset of IBTrACS.

The dashed (dotted) horizontal line indicates the 95% (99%) con-

fidence level.
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previous studies, which indicated that the zonally asymmetric

part of the tropical circulation (e.g., the Walker circulation)

weakened more than the zonally symmetric part (e.g., the

Hadley cell) (Vecchi and Soden 2007; Lu et al. 2007; Bellomo

and Clement 2015). More importantly, the decreasing trends of

both zonal and meridional components of tropical circulation

are all much smaller than those of the steering flow. This implies

that the weakening of tropical circulation does not seem to be

the only reason for the global slowdown of TC steering flow, and

thus its translation speed, in the past decades (1949–2016).

In fact, changes in annual-mean TC steering flow can be

deemed to be the joint effect of the change in large-scale cir-

culation over TC main development region (e.g., tropical cir-

culation) and the change in TC tracks (e.g., interbasin trend

and latitudinal shift). In this study, due to the smaller slowing

trend of tropical circulation compared with that of TC steering

flow (Figs. 4d and 7a), the change of TC tracks is expected to be

an important reason for the global slowdown of TC steering

flow and thus TC translation speed.

To estimate the contributions of these two factors, namely,

TC-track change and large-scale circulation change, we carry

out a simple test using variable-controlling approach. The first

(last) 15-yr period of 1949–63 (2002–16) is taken as the period

when TC translation speed is relatively high (low), referred to

as period A (period B). For each period, the 15-yr-averaged

monthly winds are calculated for each month from January to

December. Together with the information of TC tracks, the

15-yr-averaged steering flows of the two periods are also

recalculated. Specifically, for every TC in period A (B), its

15-yr-averaged steering flow is calculated with its surrounding

winds in the month of the TC (i.e., one month from January

to December) averaged in period A (B). The average of the

15-yr-averaged steering flows of all the TCs in periodA (B) can

be considered as the 15-yr-averaged steering flow in period A

(B). It is necessary to validate the reasonableness of 15-yr-

averaged steering flows when estimating the contributions of

the two factors. Results show that although the recalculated

steering flow is somewhat smaller than the original steering

FIG. 6. Time series of annual-mean upper- and lower-level steering flows of TCs over the globe and the land, and their linear trends. The

upper level is from 500 to 300 hPa, and the lower level is from 850 to 500 hPa. The period of the time series is 1949–2016. Linear trends

(solid lines) are shown with their 95% two-sided confidence bounds (shading), which are also quantitatively presented (annotated values;

km h21 decade21). Different colors of lines and shadings represent the trends and bounds during different periods (black: 1949–2016; red:

1949–82; blue: 1982–2016).

FIG. 7. Time series of annual-mean tropical circulation and its zonal and meridional components, and their linear trends. The period of

the time series is 1949–2016. Linear trends (solid lines) are shown with their 95% two-sided confidence bounds (shading), which are also

quantitatively presented (annotated values; km h21 decade21). Different colors of lines and shadings represent the trends and bounds

during different periods (black: 1949–2016; red: 1949–82; blue: 1982–2016). The confidence bounds of the trends have been adjusted for

autocorrelation as needed. Tropical circulation is defined as the mean winds between 850 and 300 hPa in the TCmain development region

(the belts of 458–58S and 58–458N) during the TC season (July–October in the Northern Hemisphere and January–March in the Southern

Hemisphere).
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flow (without the 15-yr average) due to the nonlinear effect,

the difference in the recalculated steering flows between pe-

riod A and period B is similar to that in the original steering

flows between period A and period B (Table 1). Furthermore,

similar results can be found in the meridional (zonal) compo-

nent between the 15-yr-averaged and original steering flows

(Table 1). Thereby, due to similar differences between period

A and period B, it is reasonable to use the variable-controlling

approach with the 15-yr-averaged steering flow to estimate the

contributions of TC-track change and large-scale circulation

change between period A and period B, and then to reveal

possible causes for the slowdown of TC steering flow and thus

TC translation speed.

Next, to compare the individual contributions of the two

factors to the steering flow, monthly averaged winds for period

A and period B are switched by using the variable-controlling

approach. For example, the contribution of TC-track change

can be estimated by comparing the 15-yr-averaged steering

flow using the TC tracks in period A (B) and the averaged

winds in period B (A), with the 15-yr-averaged steering flow

using the TC tracks in period A (B) and the averaged winds

in period A (B). We find that the change of TC tracks makes

a much larger contribution to the slowdown of the steering

flow, compared with the change of the large-scale circulation

(Table 2). Moreover, for the meridional and zonal components

of the steering flow, the TC track change also plays a much

more important role than the large-scale circulation change.

This indicates that compared with the weakening of tropical

circulation, the change of TC tracks contributes much greater

to the slowdown of TC steering flow and thus TC translation

speed. This partly explains why there exists a discrepancy be-

tween the relatively small decrease of tropical circulation and

the relatively large decrease of TC steering flow over the globe

(Figs. 4d and 7a). However, this does not necessarily mean

that a true climate signal (e.g., weakening of tropical circula-

tion under global warming, which is relatively less sensitive to

data inhomogeneity) plays an unimportant role in determining

the global slowdown of TC translation speed. Kossin (2018,

2019) pointed out that formal attribution studies, which utilize

carefully controlled numerical simulations, are required to

figure out the explicit relationship between the trend of TC

translation speed and anthropogenic forcing when all other

factors are removed.

Change of TC tracks mainly affects the trend of global TC

translation speed in two ways: interbasin trend, and latitudinal

shift (Kossin 2019; Lanzante 2019; Moon et al. 2019;

Yamaguchi et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2020). Before reaching a

robust conclusion on the causes for the global slowdown of TC

translation speed, it is necessary to investigate whether or not

the interbasin trend and latitudinal shift contribute greatly to

the global slowdown of TC translation speed, and whether or

not they are caused by artifacts or true climate signal.

d. Interbasin trend

Despite UTS-TC being comparatively insensitive to ad-

vancement of TC detection technique (i.e., data inhomogene-

ity) in a basin (Fig. 1), this does not mean that the annual-mean

UTS-TC globally is not sensitive to the inhomogeneous im-

provement of TC detection technique in different basins, such

as the introduction of satellite remote sensing. The global

slowing trend is partly attributed to the introduction of geo-

stationary satellites as the satellite coverage started to include

the eastern Pacific in 1966 (Landsea 2007) and the Southern

Hemisphere in 1981 (Schreck et al. 2014; Kossin 2018;

Lanzante 2019), following the increases of the percentage of

TCs in the eastern Pacific and SouthernHemisphere, which are

characterized by relatively slower translation speeds compared

with those in the North Atlantic and western North Pacific

(Figs. 8a,b).Moreover, unexpectedly, the slowing trend of global

UTS-TC is larger than any trend in an individual basin (Table 3

data). This is due to interbasin trend, namely, the decrease (in-

crease) of the percentage of TC number over a basin with rel-

atively higher (lower) UTS-TC, such as the North Atlantic and

western North Pacific (eastern Pacific, northern Indian Ocean,

and Southern Hemisphere) in the past decades (Fig. 8b).

Therefore, the interbasin trend is likely to be caused by the data

artifacts related to the coverage of geostationary satellites, and

contributes greatly to the global slowdown of UTS-TC.

e. Latitudinal shift

Similar to the effect of interbasin trend, the latitudinal shift

related to the inhomogeneous improvement of TC detection

technique at different latitudes also contributes to the global

slowdown of TC translation speed. Due to the data inhomo-

geneity related to changes in observational capability, there

was an abrupt increase of the percentage of low UTS-TC TCs

TABLE 1. Calculated time-averaged original TC steering flow

(USF) and recalculated time-averaged TC steering flow using 15-yr-

averaged wind (USF-15Y), and their zonal and meridional compo-

nents in period A (1949–63) and period B (2002–16). Units: m s21.

Period A Period B

USF 22.0 17.8

Zonal component of USF 19.9 16.0

Meridional component of USF 6.2 5.2

USF-15Y 21.0 16.4

Zonal component of USF-15Y 19.7 15.4

Meridional component of USF-15Y 4.6 3.6

TABLE 2. Sensitivity of TC steering flow to changes of TC track

and large-scale circulation. The calculated time-averaged TC

steering flow, along with its zonal andmeridional components, with

different averaged TC track and large-scale circulation during

periodA (1949–63) and period B (2002–16) are listed. Units: m s21.

Circulation

in period A

Circulation

in period B

TC steering

flow

Track in period A 21.0 20.3

Track in period B 17.6 16.4

Zonal

component

Track in period A 19.7 19.3

Track in period B 16.5 15.4

Meridional

component

Track in period A 4.6 4.2

Track in period B 3.8 3.6
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between 258S and the equator in the late 1970s (Figs. 8c,d). This
contributes to the global slowdown of UTS-TC.

Similar to the definition of UTS-TC, we also use the measure

of the annual-mean TC-center latitude with only the TC rec-

ords reaching the intensity threshold of 17m s21 (uTC) to in-

vestigate the relationship between latitudinal shift and global

slowdown of TC translation speed. As expected, there is a

strong positive relationship between UTS-TC and uTC, with a

correlation coefficient of 0.78, which indicates that latitudinal

shift has a strong impact on the change of TC translation speed

(Fig. 8e). This is somewhat against the assumption of Kossin

(2018); that is, the poleward migration of TCs tends to reduce

TC’s ‘‘beta drift’’ (Smith 1993) and thus TC translation speed.

To further investigate the contribution of latitudinal shift, we

calculate the residuals of annual-mean UTS-TC regressed onto

uTC. Following the method of Kossin et al. (2014), the annual-

mean uTC variability was removed from the annual-mean

UTS-TC time series by regressing UTS-TC onto uTC, and the re-

siduals were analyzed. When uTC is removed from UTS-TC, the

residual TC translation speed rate («LAT2TC) is found to decrease

by nearly 60% (Fig. 8f). Moreover, as expected, the regression

coefficients are statistically significant, and uTC explains 60.1%

of the UTS-TC variance, which provides further evidence on the

important role of latitudinal shift. Overall, the latitudinal shift

tends to be partly caused by data inhomogeneity, and contrib-

utes greatly to the global slowdown of TC translation speed.

4. Summary and discussion

In this study, we investigate the relationship between TC

translation speed trend and TC intensity, and reveal possible

causes for the TC translation speed trend. Our results show

that the global slowing trend without weak TC moments

(#17m s21) (i.e.,UTS-TC trend,20.726 0.31 kmh21 decade21)

FIG. 8. Contributions of interbasin trend and latitudinal shift to global TC translation speed. (a),(b) Time series of

annual-mean TC translation speed excluding TDs, percentages of TC number, and their linear trends in various

ocean basins, including the North Atlantic, western North Pacific, eastern North Pacific, northern Indian Ocean,

and the regions west and east of 1008E in the SouthernHemisphere and (c),(d) in latitude belts (i.e.,.258S, 258–08S,
08–158N, 158–258N, 258–358N, .358N). (e) Time series of annual-mean TC translation speed (black) and latitude

(red) excluding TDs (i.e., UTS-TC and uTC). (f) Time series of the residual of UTS-TC with uTC variability removed

(«LAT2TC). Linear trends (solid lines) are shown in all the panels. The 95% two-sided confidence intervals of the

linear trend (black shading) are shown, which are also quantitatively presented (annotated values) in the two

bottom panels. Lines in (a) and (c) are discontinuous, due to the lack of records.
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is about double of that with weak TCmoments inKossin (2018)

(20.30 6 0.11 kmh21 decade21). This is because the trend of

TC translation speed slowdown is dominated by stronger TCs,

which compounds the effects of TC slowdown on locally ac-

cumulated TC damage (e.g., local rainfall totals over land and

local wave power over water).

We also show that the decreasing trend of large-scale

steering flow is the key factor for the slowdown of global

TCs, which effectively explains the large difference between

the UTS-TC trend in the previous period (1949–82) and the

trend in the recent period (1982–2016). Moreover, the calcu-

lated trend of upper-level steering flow is much larger than that

of lower-level steering flow. This may be an important cause

for the large difference between the trend of UTS-TC and the

trend in Kossin (2018) as stronger (weaker) TCs tend to be

controlled more by upper-level (lower-level) steering flow.

Our results further indicate that the changes of TC tracks

(including interbasin trend and latitudinal shift) make a much

larger contribution to the slowing trend compared with the

weakening of tropical circulation, which is related to anthro-

pogenic warming. Note that the effects of interbasin trend and

latitudinal shift are not independent of each other; they are

largely coincident with each other, and hard to separate. More

importantly, both interbasin trend and latitudinal shift, which

are partly attributed to data inhomogeneity, contribute greatly

to the global trend ofUTS-TC. This implies that the effect of data

inhomogeneity can strongly affect the global trend of UTS-TC,

since the change of TC tracks is partly attributed to data in-

homogeneity. Note that this does not necessarily mean that a

true climate signal (e.g., weakening of tropical circulation

under global warming) makes an unimportant contribution to

the global slowdown of TC translation speed. Careful attri-

bution studies, which utilize carefully controlled numerical

simulations, are required to identify true relationship between

the trend of TC translation speed and anthropogenic forcing

when all other factors are removed.
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